Addition to the official invitation to
Velodromloppet Historic Grand Prix June 15-17 2018
Invitation to
“40 min of VHGP” with driver exchange possibility for
GT/GTP up to 1965 and Standard up to 1965 >1000 cc
Below the additions to the official invitation regarding the 40 min race are presented.
Time schedule will be presented in a separate PM. The drivers meeting for the race “40 minutes of
VHGP” will be held at 08:00 on Sunday the 17th of June.
The race is open for the RHK historic classes GT/GTP up to 1965 and Standard up to 1965 >1000 cc
according to appendix K. To be allowed to participate at least the car and one of the drivers must enter
the main race under Velodromloppet Historic Grand Prix 2018.
The race will be executed only if the minimum of 15 cars is reached.
The entry fee is SEK 1500.- in addition to the fee for the main race and will include one race of 40 min
+ one lap and two paddock passes.
No extra time for practice and qualifying will be arranged. The starting grid will be decided out of the
qualification to the main race for each class.
The window for compulsory pit stop with optional driver exchange will be 10 minutes. If no pit stop is
performed during this window the drivers will be excluded from the race. The minimum time for pit
stop is one minute and each team is responsible for that the car stands still during this minute. If this
rule is broken the drivers will be excluded from the race.
Refueling is not allowed during the race.
Cancelation of the application to “40 minutes of VHGP” before timed qualify the entry fee minus SEK
1 000 is repaid. No repayment after the beginning of timed qualify.
We are hopeful that you will join us and make this weekend memorable in the spirit of historic
racing.
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